Custom-Fitted Earphones

For your eers™ only! | SonoFit™
Since ears are more unique than fingerprints, perfect fit and comfort
can only be achieved with custom-fitting earpieces. Sonomax has
developed an instant, self-fit custom earpiece system that can be
done on the spot by the consumer.

The SonoFit™
Fitting Experience

SonoFit™ is the engineering innovation and delivery system at the heart
of this technology. It allows the user to create a pair of custom-fitted
earphones in a simple 5-minute process. SonoFit™ consists of patented earpieces; inflation pumps filled with medical-grade silicone, all
bundled into a simple headband. The strategically-designed snap assembly headband and many of the pump components are manufactured
from either recyclable thermoplastics or metals.
This multi-patented technology can be summarized with the following
unique features:
• The earpieces are surrounded by a medical-grade silicone bladder into

SonoFit™ Position

Gently position The SonoFit™ Custom
Fitting System on your head and adjust it
to your ears.

which the liquid silicone is injected. While highly robust for safety, the
bladder is also able to conform to shape and size of any ear canal. Liquid
silicone is always contained within the bladder and never touches the ear
canal. The bladders are 100% tested to ensure ultimate safety.
• The activation tabs were engineered to be user intuitive with a simple

locking mechanism and single activating switch to initiate the inflation
process, while maintaining durability.
• The pump system has been designed to deliver the optimal volume of
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5 Minute Set

Wait only 5 minutes for the silicone to
safely form to your ears’ unique shape.

silicone for every earpiece providing a custom-fitted plug appropriatelysized and shaped. Liquid silicone is injected at a very gradual, safe
and comfortable rate providing relaxing experience that fully cures in 5
short minutes.
• The earpiece connectors provide a hermetic seal between the pumps

and the earpiece. This allows for perfect secure earpiece expansion and
the dual function interface allows the earpieces to be easily removed
from the SonoFit™ system after the fitting is complete.
SonoFit™ provides the user with their own pair of custom-fitted earpieces,
made just for their ears, with a guaranteed perfect fit!

Complete!

Simply detach the earphones from the
SonoFit™ System, attach the faceplates, and
your custom-fitted earphones are ready!
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